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1.Introduction

In recent years the spin glaaa problem has attracted

particular interest among investigators in the field of dis-

ordered system physics. Extensive data on the properties of real

(experiment) as wall as model(simulation) spin glasses have baen

accumulated. At the sama time, theoretical results are fairly

far from an adequate description of the spin glass properties.

Thus, the microscopic origin of a macroscopic irreveraibility

being characteristic of spin glasses is not understood.

By virtue of the fact that such phenomena are observed ,

when solving well-known TAP equations(exactly speaking, thair

simplified verBion)on the computer as well, explanation of irra-

varsibility should not only be associated with complicated theo-

retical models.

In part I of the paper, based on the analytical study of TAP

equations, we shall show that the irreversibility origin ±s due

to a peculiar structure of these equations. Also, taking into

account the fact that the irreversibility proved to be a fundamental, point for

spin glass properties explanation and may not solely b« accom-

plished by means of a slight theory modification. Thus, in part II

wa shall show that the presence of irreversibility requires an

essential generalization of the configuration averaging.

2. Model. Structural susceptibility

Investigations will be performed in terms of the well-known

Sherrington-Kirkpatrick(SK) infinite-ranged model . The spin

system is characterized by the ising Hamiltonian
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where Si &*e Ising spins, S^=±£ i N is the number of spins in

the system; the exchan

bability distribution

the system; the exchange bonds Jij are distributed with thu pro-
d

(1)

The properties of spin glasses in the pure state are particular-

ly important for us, hence ̂ h was here adopted as having zero

maan. The distribution variance is J" =J"//|/ i 7" being an inten-

sive value.

The free energy can ba presented in the form'1 i

(2)

where tf- ie the thermal mean spin on the t-th site ^ = ̂ 5^/*-,

defined from the variational conditions for tha free anergy f :

/'h4i — 0 which may be rewritten as a set of equations (the

TAP equations):

(3)

The last equation is the central object of our study.

As a basis (we do not discuss this here^ i t i s taken that

dach solution (or part of them)- /^- (<[ Jt- m - is a metastable

state, that is , ths spin system can be described by a set of

local magnetization {^j over some p-riod of tine. Throughoutj J

denote the whole complex of values, thus {^ } is the wholo

3lit < V - in

i f f * * • -» • * « • * • «tr ' * » "

The macroscopic distribution ia defined aa

so that the macroscopic average of Afd)

(4)

(5)

The quantity d^/dTc will be named a structural susceptibili-
o

ty by analogy with the well-known magnetic susceptibility

h is a magnetic field. It can easily be obtained

1 ^
where Jfj_ is defined as

0 is an order parameter of spin glasses

(6 )

The expression Kij takes the form

As pointed out later,

;H» Ri- "" 0(A/"J) with probability 0— £ at #—•- «».

For sites K~^ 1,1 wa have the following aystatn of equations:

6fcl, (7)
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with

(8)

(9)

Up to tarma of ordar (V^)* the determinant of the system dd (B)=

E X)jy can be written in the form (see Appendix)!

v
for each Hi ; %^*lc^ is a detarminant of the matrix g

in which the linee Qt£ and the columns £, u were cut off.

At first, aupposa that 2 ^ / 0. Then, taking into account

that

in the l imit N-+00 and denoting

we may write the equality(IO) in the next form

where

en)

Because OfffcO ( i» accordance with the above assumptions) We have

the solution of Kqs.(7) as follows

d6m
(12)
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Denoting

and using Kq,(11), we hava

Thus, structural euacaptibility

(13)

(14)

(15)

(It should be noted that all results hold with probability

p—' 1 at W " * * ) '
It is of interest that in some sense Hqs.(11) giva the "co-

ordinate a" of a stationary state of dynamical equations for

the local magnetizations ̂  , since a thermal equilibrium state

is a stationary (rest) state of the appropriate dynamical equa-

tions. Prom this point of view the phase transition ia a bifur-

cation point which can be found directly from Eq.(11). Indeed,

in a paramagnetic phase fifrf) = £(*) and, hence, Hq.(11) is reduced

Thua, two aolutions are available:/\Jf = ^ (I) and A = { ( H ) .

The Rolutiona become one in the bifurcation point jf= L • do-

fining the phase transition temperature7^= T. Solution(I) des-

cribes the stable paramagnetic phase atT>T«. A t T ^ T« the

solution & B}L ~i
 l a a n evident continuation of (I), A and Xn

beinp functions of rfj^ Then, if a change of stability is the

caae in the bifurcation point X-i • the solution A^Jf 3 i will

be unstable at"JVT0. The well-known SK BOlution
4 just corres-

ponds to AM̂ fta = i. and ia indaed unatable at "T<T0 .
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3.Local instability and irreversibility

The detGrminant U// may bo presented in th« form

0 n
therefore, in order f o r ^ L i O , a value A-fr. should b« finite

(or, \ < y% ) . Tha quantity A being unknown a pr ior i , the

whole region-** < \ < oo should be studied. The region A< t

doas not involve difficulties; while at A ^ B such points
ij -

&j^t ) - • eo and, hence, %^ -» 0
 a t <*i — * - a . y

i being any site l~ir,. ffj. Let us study the last case in detail,

A spin condenaation being impossible in points ±<f«t_ (with

susceptibility infinite atrfi-»±rfa), at finite V f°r any so-

lution ^tf^°'j of Bqa.(3) the bounded ragion Sl^ of variables

{li:\ in which ft ̂  0 is available. The boundary of.ft^ is

apparently defined by locating one component tf^ of tha solu-

tion {̂ °'J to the point 4t(-di). Now, on the ba8is that a distance

fin a ^-space) between naighbouring spins, JV -1— /{/ linear dimensions

of the regional (in same directions) are expected to vanish ifff-*po.

Let us damonatrate that two adjacent solutions |(Ĵ  J of Bqs(3)

ara available, where the word "adjacent" means that tha quanti-

ties 6<% £ 6"̂  - tf- are small (thus,^1^ ) for all i apart from

i=*. For m̂ Jfc we have

(16)
iff.

whore BmK ia defined by relation(S); at the aaroe time for sitaK

we have

(17)
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Bqs.(i6) coincide with system(7) »p to

and, nance

right-hand side

A/*1,

(18)

i.e., generally speaking,

it should be admitted, that 5rfK~0(i) for K € [k] and [jcj is a

finite set of spins such that 6^ fall into some small neigh-

bourhoods of the pointsi^. The generalization of relation{19)

to this case is evident.

Thus, a pair of solutions, such that 6^"6A~ S± idjj-rf^+S^

and otf; • ^v St St at some values of bonds {T-.s do exist. Let

J ^ di d
_ j

J. be a small, that is ^K belongs to an immediate neighbourhood

of ̂ 4, Then, expanding Eq.(17) in powers of Sf, ht, and taking

into account tha identity i- R\ ({ -^a ) = <), we obtain solution dj[- ff^.

Tha susceptibilitydtfi/jTJ. (as a function of dj ) changes

a sign in going across the points ^ — *rf«. jthat is the signs of
the values <̂ <s/JJJ. and d ^ /Q Til a r e opposite. Tharefore,

d 0 I tit'' I
in virtue of dii/^.-f* 0 *•* <5i-* ±6A. (what is more ,|ĵ .[

bond variations{jX. | can be chosen so that j ^ ~*"0 (and, hence,

I S^ ^ IS^ 0 )• As B result, at some values |j^. j the so

) ̂

lutiona|<M and |rf. j become one, with tha Jacoblan of initial

3y3tam of fiqs.O) goinR to zero :J)=^-^ ̂. Since the susceptibi-

lities are opposite in aign at <Jj=-<Ja+'0 and 6l ~ <J*~ 0 t the solu-

tion \6^] cannot be extended continuously beyond the region-ii

(respectively, the solution { ^ J - beyond the region Si. );

the solutions \ rf; J become one and disappear at the point \T'' I *

which belong to the intersection of the boundaries of the re-

gions _Qri An availability of such bifurcations in a 7""SPace

points to the fact that any variations taking tha system out of

-8-



the r e g i o n ^ , wherein the atato j ^ J exis ts , luad to a jump

from the state \f{j to another. This situation in pruaonted nual-

itatively in Fig.1 .

I t should be noted thnt both temperature fluctuations and

those of magnetic fields nt* play a airailar role . Thus, involving

tha terra of the form \\ ~ 5L k; S; i n t n e Hamiltonian, one

can obtain

and, hence, the foregoing conclusions are a l l true for fluctua-

tions of magnetic fields (j» , Therefore, regions -12. havu to ba

considered on extended spacej|X-t (LJ " f t And measures of re -

gions _TL (in aoroe directions) tending to zero if A'-^oo, a rb i -

trarily aroall fluctuations of bondsjj . j (or \ki] and T ) result

in the jump transition of the system from a given state to an-

other (in the limit A/ -+ *• )•

Let ua consider a closed curva J in J"-spacs and variations

of state {d£J following the curve (Pip.2). Ganarally speaking,

not Only induced transitions when intersecting the boundary of re-

gion J J , j but spontaneous transitions out of internal points of

this region are possible. Let ua consider that the last t rans i -

tions are unfavoured or, at the worst, unlikely in comparison

with induced transi t ions, which occur with certainty when intersect-

ing the boundary of tho region JI' provided the apin system i s

in the state {<$(,} before tho transit ion.

Thus, when the curve f goes across the boundary of the

region_flf*> , the trajectory {<?; ^ has a discontinuity (jump). i n the pro-

cess the system passes into a state {(f-''j which exists in a region-Jc .

Than a point |^.°J belonging to the boundary of _Q/*' i s

undoubtedly an i n t e r n a l p o i n t of the r eg ion . I l , . ( I f t h i a i a n o t

the case, induced transitions will proceed as long ae the system

will pass into such a atate^tfj^ J tha t |7 i " J l s a internal point

of a region-SI .) Now le t us take the closed curve f* such that

i t goes across a boundary Of a region -ft ' and does not. across a boundary

oi St , Then the system will pass from the state {$£ J to the

state {tfj5*'j t while moving along the curva f in J -epace.

Prom a mathematical viewpoint there is no irreversibility,

since tha system can be returned to the original state J<JJ'*'J by

a spontaneous transition out of internal point of the regionJi .

However, from the physical viewpoint these transitions are unfa-

voured (or, at least, are not probable). In partn it win be shown that

the macroscopic distribution f(i) completely defined in terms

of "physical" trajectories \6± y_ Thia fact solves the problem of

a trajectory choice.

Onu will show that an induced transition from a boundary ofjl

can realise itself as a single-spin transition, with single com-

ponent ^K of a state {tfj 'j changing discontinuously (jumpwiem).

Many-apin transitions may be assumed to occur much more rarely

than single-spin onea, because the former are associated with

a considerable reconstruction of the statajrf.j in diatinction

to the latter.

Since induced transitions take place from the-ft. boundary,

where d£ ' = i dK to internal points of a regional' ' (i.e.<f̂  ̂  ±tf4 ) ,

the local-unstable component 6% has to be changed discontlnuous-

ly in any case. Provided that SdK "(>({) and $6l\±"~Jlj Eqa.(17)

and (18) will be valid. Denoting

Zi-Atfi ; (20)
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one obtains the condition for single-spin transition to occur

= 0. (21)

expanding 6"; for each I in powers of X'- in the point %: = 0,

i t i s easy to find that

that i9 the local quantity ^ represents the t - s i t e mean field

unperturbed by the spin 5; i taelf . This result should be expected,

because <he Jump transition is a rapid relaxational process,

with unstable component 4% fluctuating greatly, and hence i t i s

the quantity that i s independent of 6^ which may (and should) be inert .

Generally apaaking, as noted above, i t should be admitted,

that a finite number of spins (a finite aet [*] ) may be chan-

ged discontinuously in transiting ( 5rf(t ~ 0 (l) ) . Since tho

generalization to this caae ia evident ( £jJfc = O for Ic €IK\ ),

we shall res t r ic t ourselves to the discussion of one-spin tran-

sit ions.

The function *}(4) being continuous, for a solution of fc'q. (21)

to be available i t ia necessary that function h (6) be equal to

zero in some point 6. Relation(19) can be rewritten in the form

C|37" a Btherefore, the local instability C|37". | —*" °° ' a s

the poaaibility of a single-apin transition C oj- - 0 ) appears

at the same bifurcation value A = Ao= 8 .

Tha dependence h (x) = h (th Bx) ai various values A (ire pre-

sented qualitatively in Fi^.3. Single-spin transitions can take

place only at -Xx.SX $ X^ , Transitions of the type i •*-* JL or

£-*-•-3 are those from interntil points of tho region SL and

-I ! -

discussed above. Those transitiona are of equal probability

in both directions and, hence, they cannot result in effects

of interest (here it should be recalled that, in accordance with

original assumption, throughout observation time At state\6i)

is almost invariable, that ia, wa may neglect the reversible

transitions.

In contrast, the transitions from the local unstable points

C If Xi • i ̂ i ) are Irreversible because of they are

induced (and their probability is 4 ), while probability of

the transitions in the opposite direction is equal to zero.

If the spontaneous transitions were taken into consideration,

a motion of the system might be thought to involve an irrever-

sible motion and spontaneous, irregular wandering over the

Btatas UiCS)\.

The attempt of taking into account the irrevarsibility leads

at once to the problem associated with a configuration aver-

aging. Indeed, now tha local means ^o^j not being functions

of bonds (X- ], integration over }Jj| with factor W^JJused at

present in the theory of spin glasses as a configuration aver-

aging is not definable. This problem will be treated in part II

of the preaent paper.

4.Irrevuralbility and a positive feedback

Let us assume that at the moment of tima X a spin system

ia in some stable equilibrium state with macroscopic distribu-

tion P(d). The thermal bath can be considered as a fluctua-

tion source, for example, ona of local fields hi • Then in

virtua of local instability, random fluctuations will re-

sult in fluctuations of distribution i9 ?($) defined in sign(Fig.4a).

-12-



The jump transitions|+X4—^+JC(J being irreversible, the

etate ̂ J (with distribution P(^) ) ia unstable for sure. One

will require that a less draatlc condition should be fulfilled,

namely macroscopic distribution should be stable, a transition

from tha given microscopic state|tf(J to another ({tf^y—*")<w 1

with tha same distribution P(rf) being permitted. In this case

the processes reducing the distribution fluctuation ltf*(di) namely

flows of the local means hava to arise, with directions of tha

flows being indicated in Fig. 4b.

These flows result in appearance of extra spin portions to the

points ± 3Cj, In turn they Jump to the points + X^ generating

new fluctuations of the macroscopic distribution ^ P(<^). This

mechanism is nothing but that of a positive feedback.

Two alternatives exist depending on "power" of the feedback.

If tha feedback Is low-powered (such that fluctuations bP(4)

do not increase in the course of time), a "pathological" equi-

librium state will be available. This state ia characterized by

permanent irreversible transitions from one microscopic atate|ô • J

to another - j(S[ j with the specific state j ^ J each boing aome

solution of Eqs.O).

Otherwise (that is tha case of the powered feedback), dis-

tribution fluctuations increase avalanchewise, leading the spin

system to some asymptotic ( X ~ ^ °° ) non-equilibrium (or, self-

organising ) atate of the type of a limit cycle or a more com -

plicated one. Now the spin system cannot be described by Bqs.O),

the last being in agreement only with equilibrium states.

The fact that the termal bath (thermostat ) is responsible

for both a breakdown of order (a dissipation) and its generation

ia of utmost interuat in thi; preaunt situation. Evolution of tha

spin system ia characterized by coexistence of two processes:

1) tha relaxation to a equilibrium state, resulting from inter-

action between the spin system and the thermostat. The process

proceeds with a breakdown of order and, hence, with an increase

of antropy ( ̂  (**) > 0 >?

2) tha jump transitions (+X±—*• ± Xj ), resulting from a local

instability and fluctuations i.e., in the final analysis, from

interaction with the thermostat again. The process is raspon-

sible for order generation and, hence, it proceeds with

a lowering of entropy (&$»(&£)<• 0 ). For this state to be

self-sustaining (or, salf-organizing), a balance of entropy

has to be, or

A£ ~ bSz + A S | * 0.
As a whole, this mechanism is a self-organiaation from fluc-

tuations. It is very interesting, however, that for the system

under consideration no external gradients, macroscopic flows etc.

are essential for self-organization, and a contact with the

thermostat being sufficient for it. A self-organization proceeds

in terms of the local quantities \d^) } no macroscopic f]ows

being available.
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5. Appendix.

To obtain r e l a t i on ( IO) , ona wil l expand the determinant

0^ in the following manner; the first step is expansion in
the elements of line i. (or any) , the second step is expansion
of each minor corresponding to the element fiyj in the elemets
of the column $ , that is

- \ v, - s12 («„

Here ^ L / * * ' C < 0 i s a determinant of the matrix £ '

the l i ne s fl(j and columns C.d wara cut out; Z)J = i+f^

Continuing t h i s procedure l e t us write the l a s t term in the

right-hand eida of(A.1) in the form

where

(A.2)

... 71 / K|W»-*
where factors f~l) have been dropped; the summation is over all

indices, which are different in pairs and distinct ^

Sinca «J., """V ia independent of bondsjL J for each h this

quantity and product § '.,.'6f.
 a*e statistically independent.

Besides, the indices, the summation 2

pairs, one can nagloct the laat torm of(A,1).

Notice that these considerations also hold for the

over^beinp: different in

-J $0. Indeed, in infinite-range models one assumas conunonly that

Jl^fJ and, hence, h -th term in(A.2) ia of thu order of N (jttf) ^

)). Thus, neglecting the laat term in(A.I), we dorivu ru-

laLion(1O).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

is presented for simplicity. Tn

from JJfc
 i0 Ti* t h a By s t e m "111 also pasainto

Fig.1. Th'i only component

varying Ĵ

another atata \^j whenever any component dV/j"** falls

within the local instability regions - naighbourhooda

of the points £ <&,. In ao doing,; howevsr, ̂  <*•* N~^ ,

i.e. <£• -jumps do not affect essentially rf^ , except

4

for tha casd J = t , when tha " d^ -motion" reverses di-

rection.

«••••

Pig.2. A curvo P belongs to X -spac«. The only local insta-

bility component 4% , being consistent with a given curve, is shown .. S (JX ) ia a part of the boundary of

region -ft-"' j ( $K (1}^) fc S (H®j) w h i o h i s d a f l i e d COD!

pletely by equation dj^':»±rf(t.

Pig.3a. \<fl. Pig.3b. A = ft"1 Fig.3c Afc/£"*.

Irreversible transitions occur from the points £• X^ d«-

finad by equations £.rf4 ~{^ (i. Xj). Tha points i: 3t^ ,

the Jumps occur to, are defined from condition &h-Q,

At ̂ = 6 tha points ±JCj. ±Jj become onei Xii = O.

At Ĵ < ft ona-spin transitione are ruled out.

Pig.4a. Random fluctuations Sjî  result in fluctuations of

distributions S0P(t) defined in sign. Hera X-Q.\$\d.

Pig. 4b. The floiva, induced by fluctuations Q P (%\ • gunarate

fluctuations Q^ p(%),

s4

Fig.l
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Fig.2
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Fig.3c
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Fig.Ab
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